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1:96 TeV using 318 pb1 of data collected with the Collider Detector at Fermilab. We select tt decays into
the final states e jets and  jets, in which at least one b quark from the t-quark decays is identified
using a secondary vertex-finding algorithm. Assuming a top quark mass of 178 GeV=c2, we measure a
cross section of 8:7 0:9stat1:10:9syst pb. We also report the first observation of tt with significance
greater than 5 in the subsample in which both b quarks are identified, corresponding to a cross section of
10:11:61:4stat2:01:3syst pb.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.082004 PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 13.85.Lg, 13.85.Qk, 14.65.Ha
The top quark completes the third quark generation in
the standard model (SM). Because of its large mass, nearly
40 times greater than that of the next heaviest quark, the
top quark can at present be studied only at the Fermilab
Tevatron, a p p collider with a center-of-mass energy ( sp )
of 1.96 TeV. In these collisions, the SM top quark is mostly
produced in pairs through q q annihilation and gluon fusion
with a total theoretical cross section of 6:10:60:8 pb [1] for a
mass of 178 GeV=c2 [2]. Previous measurements of the tt
production cross section (tt) performed at the Tevatron
[3,4] were consistent with SM expectations but suffered
from large uncertainties due to small event samples. With
significant enhancements in the integrated luminosity and
our sensitivity to t-quark decay products, we are no longer
limited by statistical uncertainties, now reaching a preci-
sion comparable to that of the theory.
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The top quark decays predominantly to a W boson and a
bottom quark. We expect the top quark signal significance
to be greatest in the lepton  jets channel, in which top
quark pairs decay through the chain tt ! WWb b !
‘q q0b b. A typical tt event in this decay channel will
include an electron or muon with large transverse momen-
tum (pT), four jets corresponding to the four final-state
quarks, and an imbalance in the total transverse energy in
the event ( 6ET) from the undetected neutrino [5]. We dis-
tinguish tt events from background by requiring at least
one jet to be identified as a bottom quark (b tagged) using
the secondary vertex-finding algorithm (SECVTX) described
in Ref. [3]. We have reoptimized the algorithm to enhance
the efficiency for b tagging two jets per event; the sample
of events with this signature is dominated by tt (>90%
pure), making it an ideal environment for direct determi-
nation of top quark properties. In this Letter, we present a
measurement of the tt cross section in b-tagged lepton 
jets events, and we also report the first observation of tt
with significance greater than 5 in doubly b-tagged
events.
Results reported here are obtained using 318 pb1 of
integrated luminosity collected between March 2002 and
August 2004 by the Collider Detector at Fermilab
(CDF II). The CDF II detector [6] is a general-purpose
particle detector located at one of the two interaction points
at the Tevatron Collider. Inside a 1.4 T solenoidal magnetic
field, a large open-cell drift chamber, the central outer
tracker (COT) [7], and an eight-layer silicon system [8]
provide tracking information. The COT covers the pseu-
dorapidity range jj< 1:1 and provides a long lever arm
for track curvature measurements. The silicon system pro-
vides three-dimensional hit information between radii of
1.3 and 28 cm, with an r impact parameter resolution
of 40 m (including a 30 m contribution from the
beam spot). Outside the solenoid, electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters surround the tracking volume in a
projective tower geometry, identifying jets and electrons
with jj< 3:6. Electron energies are measured in the
central electromagnetic calorimeter for jj< 1:1 and in
the end-plug calorimeters for 1:1< jj< 3:6. Beyond the
calorimeters, drift chambers provide muon identification in
the region jj< 1:0.
The data were collected with an inclusive high-pT lepton
trigger that requires an electron (muon) with transverse
energy ET > 18 GeV (pT > 18 GeV=c). The trigger effi-
ciency, including lepton identification, is 95:9 1:5%
(87:7 1:5%) for electrons (muons). Following the event
selection used in Ref. [3], we require all leptons to be
isolated [9] and ET > 20 GeV (pT > 20 GeV=c) for elec-
trons (muons). We remove events with multiple high-pT
leptons, a cosmic ray muon, a photon conversion electron,
or a track that forms the Z mass with the lepton. The
position of the primary vertex along the beam is required
to be within 60 cm of the nominal interaction position and
consistent with the z position of the high-pT lepton.
After leptons are selected, we require the presence of at
least three jets with jj< 2 and ET > 15 GeV (ET is
corrected as described in Ref. [10]). Jets are clustered
with a cone-based algorithm with a cone size R 

2  2p  0:4.
To account for the expected neutrino, we require large
missing transverse energy 6ET > 20 GeV. The invariant
mass of the lepton and the neutrino, with the longitudinal
neutrino momentum set to zero, is required to exceed
20 GeV=c2; this rejects 50% of background events that
do not contain a real W boson. Finally, as tt events typi-
cally have larger total transverse energy than background
events, we require that the scalar sum of the 6ET and the
lepton and total jet transverse energies (HT) be greater than
200 GeV. This leaves 310 (190) events in the electron
(muon) data sample, dominated by W bosons with associ-
ated production of light-flavor jets (W  LF). Table I in-
cludes the event count before b tagging (pretag) sorted by
the number of jets in the event. The one- and two-jet bins
have been included as an assumed control sample,
although without the HT requirement.
We improve the tt signal significance by requiring at
least one jet to be b tagged with the SECVTX algorithm [3].
Because of their long lifetime, b quarks typically decay a
measurable distance from the primary interaction point.
We reconstruct the decay vertices using a minimum of two
or three tracks with an impact parameter significance
greater than 3.0 or 2.0, respectively. Contributions from
K0S and  decays and interactions in the inner detector
material are reduced through additional requirements on
the invariant mass of the secondary vertex and an upper
limit on the track impact parameter d0 < 0:15 cm. We
measure the two-dimensional displacement of the second-
ary vertex from the primary interaction point projected
along the jet axis (L2D); a jet is b tagged if the vertex has
L2D significance larger than 6.0, where the uncertainty on
L2D includes contributions from both the primary and
secondary vertex fits. The probability of misidentifying a
light-flavor jet as a b-quark jet due to detector resolution
(mistag rate) is estimated from secondary vertices recon-
structed behind the primary vertex with L2D significance
less than 6:0.
The tt acceptance is calculated from a combination of
data and Monte Carlo simulation. We use the PYTHIA
Monte Carlo generator [11] with CTEQ5L parton distribu-
tion functions [12] and assume Mtop  178 GeV=c2, the
world average top quark mass measurement from run I [2].
The CLEO QQ Monte Carlo program [13] models the
decays of bottom and charm hadrons. These events are
passed through a GEANT [14] simulation of the CDF II
detector and subjected to the same selection requirements
as the data. The total acceptance, including the branching
fraction, is calculated as the product of geometric and
kinematic acceptances (including lepton identification)
and the trigger efficiency. The efficiency to identify iso-
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lated high-pT leptons in the simulation is scaled to the
value measured in the Z ! ‘‘ data. The acceptance for
electron (muon) events before b tagging is 3:8 0:3%
(2:8 0:2%).
The b-tagging efficiency for the full tt event is measured
in a tt simulation that has been tuned to match the single jet
b-tagging efficiency in the data. A multiplicative scale
factor (Sb  0:927 0:066), measured in heavy-flavor-
enriched samples of nonisolated, low-ET leptons, corrects
for the per-jet efficiency difference between data and
simulation [3]. In tt events, we measure a b-tagging effi-
ciency of 48 4% for b-quark jets with a corresponding
mistag rate of 1:2 0:1%; we therefore expect 69 5%
(23 3%) of these events to have at least one b tag (two b
tags).
The systematic uncertainty in the cross section due to the
Sb correction is 6%, dominated by the extrapolation from
the charm-contaminated low-ET sample to more energetic
tt events. Other leading systematic uncertainties arise from
the integrated luminosity measurement (6%) [15], jet en-
ergy corrections (5%), lepton isolation (2%), lepton iden-
tification (2%), parton distribution functions (2%), choice
of Monte Carlo generator (2%), and modeling of initial-
and final-state radiation (1%). These systematic uncertain-
ties are uncorrelated for tt and are added in quadrature for
the signal expectation.
The background to tt is mostly due to direct production
of a W boson with multiple jets (W  jets). Smaller con-
tributions come from QCD jet production, in which the W
signature is faked by jets appearing as electrons or by
semileptonic b-hadron decays (non-W), and electroweak
processes such as single top quark production, diboson
(WW, WZ, and ZZ) production, and Z boson decays to
tau pairs. We describe these backgrounds in turn and
TABLE II. Summary of event yields and background (Bkgd) expectations sorted by the number of jets in the event, for events with at
least two b-tagged jets, assuming the measured tt cross section of 10.1 pb. The HT requirement is released for events with 2 jets. The
Z !  background is negligible.
W  2 jets W  3 jets W  4 jets W 	 5 jets
Dibosons 0:68 0:12 0:11 0:02 0:041 0:010 0:017 0:005
t 2:2 0:5 0:53 0:15 0:12 0:04 0:026 0:010
Wb b 11:3 3:6 1:3 0:4 0:21 0:08 0:010 0:004
Wc c 0:92 0:41 0:22 0:11 0:07 0:04 0:003 0:002
Wc 0:51 0:15 0:05 0:03 0:021 0:012 0:001 0:001
W  LF 2:5 1:3 0:02 0:11 0:00 0:12 0:16 0:23
Non-W 0:59 0:59 0:28 0:28 0:5 0:5 0:35 0:35
Bkgd 18:7 4:3 2:5 1:2 1:0 0:8 0:6 0:5
tt 7:5 1:3 18:5 3:2 23:7 4:1 7:9 1:4
Total 26:3 4:5 21:0 3:4 24:6 4:2 8:4 1:4
Data 30 23 25 6
TABLE I. Summary of event yields and background (Bkgd) expectations sorted by the number of jets in the event. Event totals
before b tagging (Pretag) are listed in the first row; all other entries correspond to the sample with at least one b-tagged jet, assuming
the measured tt cross section of 8.7 pb. The HT requirement is released for events with fewer than 3 jets.
W  1 jet W  2 jets W  3 jets W  4 jets W 	 5 jets
Pretag 30 283 4676 324 142 34
Dibosons 6:3 0:9 11:8 1:7 1:7 0:3 0:46 0:12 0:15 0:04
t 8:1 2:9 13:2 4:0 1:8 0:5 0:39 0:12 0:08 0:03
Z !  9:7 1:9 2:5 0:5 0:18 0:04 0:017 0:003 0:008 0:002
Wb b 114 35 63 19 6:1 1:6 1:4 0:7 0:17 0:09
Wc c 46 13 30 9 3:8 1:2 1:1 0:4 0:13 0:04
Wc 128 33 34 9 3:0 0:8 0:81 0:21 0:10 0:03
W  LF 261 57 101 22 14:4 3:2 4:4 1:0 0:61 0:13
Non-W 58 12 24 5 2:8 0:7 2:5 0:8 0:20 0:18
Bkgd 632 100 279 43 33:6 5:8 11:1 2:4 1:43 0:59
tt 3:5 0:4 27:9 3:2 52:9 5:8 56:7 6:1 18:2 2:0
Total 635 100 307 43 86:5 8:2 67:9 6:6 19:6 2:1
Data 722 346 80 71 23
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summarize the results in Tables I and II. The total un-
certainty accounts for correlations between the indi-
vidual background sources and the tt prediction where
appropriate.
We separate the contribution from W  jets into events
with and without heavy-flavor jets. For the former, the
fractions of W  jets events attributable to Wb b, Wc c,
and Wc are estimated with ALPGEN and HERWIG
Monte Carlo programs [16,17], then scaled by a multi-
plicative factor of 1:5 0:4 to reproduce the b-tag rates
observed in a control sample of inclusive jet data. The
expected number of events is estimated by multiplying
these fractions by the number of pretag events, after re-
moving the pretag expectations for all other backgrounds
and tt signal.
We estimate the background contribution from W events
with only light-flavor jets by applying the mistag rate,
measured in the inclusive jet data set and parametrized in
jet ET , , , and the number of tracks and the total jet
energy in the event, to the lepton  jets data set. The
mistag rate is adjusted higher by 36 13% to account
for heavy-flavor contamination in the jet data and residual
contributions from material interactions and K0S= decays.
Finally, this result is adjusted down by the fraction of the
data sample attributed to physics processes with heavy-
flavor production.
The expectation for the non-W background is deter-
mined using data. Assuming that the isolation of the lepton
and the 6ET in these events are uncorrelated [3], we ex-
trapolate from the low- 6ET and nonisolated regions (which
contain fewer real W bosons) to predict the non-W content
of the pretag and signal sample.
Finally, we use Monte Carlo calculations to estimate the
backgrounds due to single top (PYTHIA and MADEVENT
[18]) and dibosons=Z !  (PYTHIA), normalizing the
expectations to their respective theoretical cross sections
[19]. Here the b-tagging efficiency is evaluated analo-
gously to the tt signal prediction.
Backgrounds that depend on the assumed tt cross sec-
tion are calculated iteratively. The signal and background
contributions to the b-tagged data sample, sorted by jet
multiplicity, are summarized in Table I and Fig. 1(a). The
total corrected background in the signal region with at least
one b tag is 46 9 events, where we observe 174 events.
We interpret the excess of events with three or more jets as
pure tt signal, corresponding to a cross section of 8:7
0:9stat1:10:9syst pb.
We observe 54 events with multiple b tags, the first time
the event yield is inconsistent with the no-top hypothe-
sis with significance greater than 5. After correcting for
tt, we expect 4:1 2:5 background events, a significant
improvement in signal purity (Table III). We summarize
these results in Table II and Fig. 1(b); the agreement in
five-jet events underscores our ability to model initial-
and final-state gluon radiation. We measure a cross section
of 10:11:61:4stat2:01:3syst pb in the multiply b-tagged
sample, consistent with the result for events with a single
b tag.
TABLE III. Summary of b-tagging information for the algorithms used, where b is the
b-tagging efficiency for b-quark jets in tt events and ttb is the per-event efficiency for tt.
SECVTX TSECVTX JET PROBABILITY
b (%) 48 4 40 3 35 3
Mistag rate (%) 1:20 0:07 0:48 0:04 1:22 0:08
b tags per event 	 1 	 2 	 1 	 1
ttb (%) 69 5 23 3 60 3 54 4
Observed signal=background 2.8 12.2 4.5 4.7
Number of Jets




























































FIG. 1. Summary of background and signal event yields versus number of jets in the event when requiring (a) at least one b-tagged
jet and (b) at least two b-tagged jets. The tt contribution is normalized to the measured cross section in each sample. The HT
requirement is released for events with fewer than 3 jets. The hashed region shows the uncertainty on the total expectation.
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The acceptance and efficiency both have a small depen-
dence on the top quark mass; the cross section measure-
ments change by 0:08 pb for each 
1 GeV=c2 change in
the assumed top quark mass from the initial value of
178 GeV=c2, in the range of 160–190 GeV=c2.
We perform two cross-checks using alternate b-tagging
algorithms. Table III compares the b-tagging character-
istics of these checks with those of the main analyses. In
the first, we repeat the analysis with an update of the
original SECVTX algorithm described in Ref. [3]
(TSECVTX). We observe 138 events with at least one b
tag, over an expected background of 25 5 events. The
measured cross section is 8:7 0:9stat1:10:9syst pb. In
the second cross-check, we use the JET PROBABILITY algo-
rithm [20]. We observe 120 events with at least one b tag
compared to a background of 21 3 events, corresponding
to tt  8:9 1:0stat1:11:0syst pb. Both cross-checks
are in agreement with the lead result above, albeit with
highly correlated uncertainties.
In summary, we have measured a tt production cross
section of 8:7 0:9stat1:10:9syst pb in p p collisions at
s
p  1:96 TeV using 318 pb1 of data with at least one
secondary vertex b tag. The result is consistent with the
SM expectation of 6:10:60:8 pb for a top quark mass of
178 GeV=c2, which changes by 0:2 pb for every

1 GeV=c2 shift in the assumed mass. Additionally, we
have studied a large, very pure sample of tt events with at
least two b tags, which will form the foundation for future
high-precision measurements of top quark properties. In
this sample, we measure tt  10:11:61:4stat2:01:3syst pb.
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